
Twice each day a summary of King assassination developments mmr was prepared for 

_the Attorney General. All of these have not. been provided to Weisberg. 

During theprocessing of the Murkin file the FBI came accross a large number of 

records that originated in the Department of Justice, the Central Intelligence Agency, 

the State Department and other agencies. Most of these have not been delivered to Weisberg. 

The FBI has done nothing to provide these records to Weisberg. 

It refused his request to ask the aother agencies to respond to the referrrals. 

The FBI has not processed these records in accord with the National Xecurity Council 

Director on compliance with Executif{ve Order 11652, 

During the processing of the records that were provided to Weisberg the FBI came 

ueeerss accross and read a large number of records that stated described attachments 

were attached/ and found that in the Murkin file these attachments were missing. These 

missing attachments have not been provided toWeisberg. 

Various names were withheld at the outset of the processing of the Murkin files. 

These included the names of known FBI agents, witnesses at the “emphis court proceedings 

and a large number of others whose names had been published many times, i.cluding with the 

information that was in the FBI Murkin files. No records have been provided in which these 

bmproper withholdings were replaced, despite the requests by Weisberg and the order of 

the Court. 

Where processed records refer to other records filed elsewhere no searches were made 

in these other files to obtain and provide the records referred tof his includes but is 

not liuited to field offices. 

Weisberg has written the FBI at length and informed it verbally of many instances of 

what he described as nonecompliance. Most of these cgmmunications remain without response 

or compliance. *his includes but is not limited to the four sections of the Memphis 

Vield Office files that were to have been delivered to him by November 1977. 

Add under;rifle: The FBI swabber the barrel of the wronf rifle, the one it knew could not be fired in 

the condition in which it was, to determine if it had been fired recently but it did not 

swab the barrel of the rilfle it describes as the fa murder rifle to determine if it had 

been fired recently.


